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Sales: Art or Science? Why Sales Needs a System 
In the world of business, each department has its own set of principles, methodologies, 
and best practices to ensure smooth operations and consistent results. Accounting has 
GAAP (Generally Accepted Accounting Principles), Operations has Six Sigma, and 
Manufacturing has TQM (Total Quality Management). These systems have been 
developed and refined over the years to improve efficiency, reduce errors, and maintain 
high standards. However, there is one critical department that often lacks a 
standardized system: Sales. 

Sales is the lifeblood of any organization. It's the driving force behind revenue 
generation, customer acquisition, and business growth. Despite its vital role, many 
companies have traditionally treated sales as an art rather than a science. Salespeople 
often rely on intuition, experience, and individual talent to close deals. While these 
attributes certainly play a role in sales success, they cannot be the only factors guiding a 
sales team towards success. 

Just as other business functions benefit from a structured approach, it is high time that 
Sales embraces a systematic methodology. This is where the need for a Sales System 
comes into play. A Sales System is a set of principles, processes, and practices designed 
to guide sales teams toward consistent and repeatable success. Here's why Sales needs 
such a system: 

1. Consistency breeds success: Without a Selling System, sales results can be 
inconsistent. Success may rely heavily on individual salespeople, leading to 
unpredictable outcomes. With a standardized approach, companies can ensure 
that every member of the sales team follows a proven process, which enhances 
predictability and ultimately results in improved performance. 

2. Replicating best practices: In sales, top performers often possess unique 
strategies and techniques that set them apart. A Selling System allows these 
successful practices to be identified, documented, and shared across the entire 
sales organization. By replicating what works best, even average performers can 
elevate their game, leading to an overall improvement in team performance. 
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3. Onboarding and Training: When new sales representatives join a company, they 
typically go through a training period to learn about the company's products or 
services. However, without a standardized Selling System, the training process 
can be disjointed and incomplete. Having a structured system in place makes 
onboarding more efficient, ensuring that new hires understand the sales process 
thoroughly and can start contributing to the team faster. 

4. Customer-centric approach: A well-designed Selling System is built around the 
customer's needs and preferences. It encourages salespeople to understand the 
customer's pain points, challenges, and desires, enabling them to offer tailored 
solutions that resonate with the clients. A customer-centric approach builds trust 
and fosters long-lasting relationships, leading to repeat business and referrals. 

5. Data-driven decision-making: In today's digital age, data plays a crucial role in 
making informed business decisions. By implementing a Selling System, 
companies can collect and analyze data at various stages of the sales process. 
This data-driven approach helps identify bottlenecks, strengths, weaknesses, and 
opportunities for improvement. Sales leaders can use this information to make 
strategic decisions and fine-tune the sales strategy. 

6. Adapting to changing markets: Markets are constantly evolving, and customer 
preferences change with time. A Selling System allows sales organizations to 
adapt to these changes effectively. By closely monitoring customer responses 
and market trends, the system can be adjusted to stay relevant and effective in 
capturing new opportunities. 

7. Measuring success and ROI: A Selling System helps in establishing clear 
performance metrics and key performance indicators (KPIs) for the sales team. It 
enables accurate measurement of success, making it easier to calculate the 
Return on Investment (ROI) for sales activities and strategies. Having tangible 
data on ROI helps management allocate resources more effectively and make 
informed decisions about future investments in sales initiatives. 
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Just as accounting, operations, and manufacturing have their respective systems (GAAP, 

Six Sigma, and TQM), Sales also deserves a structured and standardized approach. A 

well-designed Selling System brings consistency, replicates success, improves training 

and onboarding, fosters customer-centricity, enables data-driven decisions, and ensures 

adaptability in a dynamic market. By embracing a Selling System, companies can elevate 

their sales performance, drive revenue growth, and achieve long-term success in a 

competitive business landscape. Sales is not just an art; it can be a highly effective and 

efficient science when guided by a well-crafted system. 
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